My Favorite activity
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My absolute favorite thing to do is go to the beach with my
family!!! I love everything about the beach! There are all kinds
of things that we do at the beach. One day soon we will permentally live near a beach.

We LOVE to surf at the beach. Surfing is so much fun. The rush
of catching a wave is like no other. We learned how to surf
about five years ago and now everytime we go down to the
beach it’s a must do activity!

Paddle boarding is another fun activity that we do at the
beach. We have a paddle board that doubles as a kayak. Paddle
boarding is almost like surfing but you start standing up - instead of popping up onto the board.

Another activity that we do at the beach is shelling! There are
all kinds of shells to choose from, but my favorite shells are the
conch shells. I like the different colors they are and how they
swirl around and around.

We also H3 - A.K.A. Triple H’ing - We like to walk out into the
ocean and find Hermit Crabs. We like to catch the biggest ones
we can beacause they have the best shell. They’re ugly creatures that live in beautiful homes.

Tubing the waves is so much fun. We always get on our bellies
and ride the waves all the way into the beach. It doesn’t give
you the same rush as a surfboard but it’s still just as fun! We
can tube forever.

At night we will go to the beach and try and catch a blue crab.
They are hard to find and to catch. When we do catch one we
will surround it in a circle and play crab roulette. We all have
flashlights and when we’re in the circle we turn off our flashlights and the first one that turns on the flashlight looses. Because the crab will run off!

After a long day of playing in the waves, catching hermit crabs
and shelling we like to have a little cookout on the beach. We
always do simple things like hotdogs or hamburgers. We really
snack the whole time that we are there because playing in the
waves will make you super hungry.

Being and playing at the beach with my family is my absolute
FAVORITE thing to do! There is just so many things that can
take up your time and that are fun! At the end of the day we
like to walk the beach with our flashlights and a lot of times
there are people that shoot off fireworks on the beach and we’ll
watch them as while we’re down there.

